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God-Control of our own Minds, Consciousness and World

July 12 – 18, 2020    

We Passed Through The Lunar Eclipse nicely.  How did you all do?  

We are now entering into am amazing week which theme is, Control. A higher Divine 
Order of Pure Love and Justice is in Control of the World. Imagine.  

                   WHAT?

Every day are we desire that feeling, “I've got this.”  Some days it clicks, others we feel 
lost. When we call down a higher light and intelligence to take command of our day....

“ Mighty Divine Presence, I AM, you take charge of my outer activities this day. Take 
control over my tasks, work, finances and love, my relationships and world. Bring order 
and God Control into all things perfectly. I surrender all this to YOU and trust all will be 
perfectly designed and arranged.” ….everything works better and we are sealed.

“What do I really control  anyway – and how often does the unexpected  occur and I lose 
my control. These are Aries questions. You don't have to be an Aries to have these issues.
One of your planets could be in Aries or you might have planets in the 1st house of Aries. 
Regardless, we might all be sensing this issue since Mars has entered the sign of Aries 
now through December 2020 AND is going to turn retrograde on September 9 .  Mars 
turning retro  intensifies Aries energies a hundredfold. Vying for control, competition, 
gaslighting, accusations, insane arguments.  Immaturity and base, unstable lacking in 
emotional and mental development,  bullying and destructivity. We've all seen this 
already erupting everywhere. Brace yourself, September through November, it could get 
worse. Strategic plans could be in the works to intensify explosive situations, literally.
How to wrestle with this kind of monster in the world?  Pull the Plug. Just withdraw and 
take that powerful positive Aries Action to nip things in the bud before they even become
Monsters.



 Command the Divine Higher Control to Take Charge of the Earth,  Your
World and Your Life!

The world seems out of control. How can we feel internally at peace, and in Control?

The realization all is not lost and that there is power within your own body which has a 
conduit to your own Higher Source and is more powerful than all this chaos. Call It 
Down! Believe and keep up the concentration upon the higher solution descending. 
The period of time to do this is now. Do you realize the numbers of individuals 
everywhere doing this is expanding?  It's happening. This cycle could be called Unplug 
and Deprogram Yourself movement.  It's time to feel oneness and love again. This cycle  
began right after the Lunar Eclipse, 4th of July. 

An increase of motivation is sensed in order to crack down, confront and take assertive 
action for progress, order and Divine Control in our worlds. 

Moon, Mars, Chiron and the Black Moon are in Aries in a square to Cancer planets, 
Mercury, Hades and the Sun. This creates the impetus to change and re-align towards 

SYNOPSIS 

1. The attempt to regain control over one's life, health, vision, messes, future and 
environment ( home and business) the soul's highest happiness and safety. 

2.  Tricky Impulsive strong emotions pressing to find an appropriate way to release 
past hurts, pent up problems and records of not being in control, when bad things 
happened.  The desire to feel love pour through ones' heart again. 

3. We're on the alert to sleuth out all these tricky things which trip us up 
( individually, nationally and globally) which try to  get us doing things we know 
are sabotaging and nail them down and end the intruders. ( Global and Personal)

The Intruder Is A Consciousness that is Not On Our Side.

Be mindful this week, how much you are on your phone, holding your phone, plugged 
into your air pods, Bluetooth devices, sleeping with your phone in the same room, using 
your tech devices and having Alexa, TV and/or internet broadcasting near you.



There has been amazing progress, growth, awakening and maturity we have
achieved in the past 10 -20 years. We have changed and grown wiser and are not the
same in so many many ways. Would you want to be back 15 years ago in regards to

what you know now? ( Maybe, some, yes! Ignorance can be bliss).

However, we have also been  subtly changed and become ever so quietly disconnected 
from our heart and true deep feelings, forgetting what is priority and numbing down to 
compassion and love, friendships and True Reality.  
Look at how few deep and meaningful connections we have now compared to years ago.  
Look at how many people are alone, isolated and even if they try to reach out, people 
have become so numb and disconnected they don't even recognize a call for help 
anymore. 
Beginning this week the emphasis is upon taking back your Divine Control of your 
feelings and love. The grouping of Aries planets, especially Mars in Aries in square to 
Cancer commands our attention to ….MIND CONTROL. 

Let's ponder how much we have inadvertently allowed weaponized technology from who
knows, and how did it  get here, was engineered in the U.S. and other countries, stolen, 
sold, re-engineered and modified  by certain other countries of interest, inserted into 
companies, into devices and programs so vast it's incredible. ( Uh um Bigalow...) These 
technologies  led humanity into becoming so terribly neurologically programmed we are 
now a changed kind of human using technology not of this world, and some repeated 
from Atlantis memory.

Stepping up spiritual practices is one important key. Even if you don't feel inclined to, do
it anyway in some form. That is my suggestion. Don't allow Bio-Tech engineering mesh 
with your sacred system, your body.
Is that the tech programming you to not care?  It is attempting to disconnect us from our
Fire in the Heart that has a telegraph cable up to the Divine, Truly. I'm not joking. 



Example of incorporating foreign tech.
https://www.wired.com/story/inside-robert-bigelows-decades-long-obsession-with-
ufos/

Aries rules the brain and now there are several planets in Aries, especially Mars moving 
into a retrograde motion in the sign of Aries, what a great time to become DE-

programmed.  

A summer of deprogramming ourselves from a new mechanical type
of consciousness which causes us to accept conditions into our lives

that are NOT NORMAL, SHALLOW, LACK DEPTH, NOT HEALTHY,
and years ago would never have tolerated within our lives, our place

of work and society.

How long has this been going on?  I figure decades, but I could trace it back to one year 
where the acceleration of this numbness and disconnect from the heart really stood out. 
You realize, being disconnect from the heart ruins discernment and the filters required 
to recognized unreality. That means unreality was more likely to enter our lives and 
neglect to catch it as it was occurring. 
The year,  1998. 

Be Creative and Mindful of how to exert just a bit more effort towards love and truth. 
You will be rewarded. 

https://www.wired.com/story/inside-robert-bigelows-decades-long-obsession-with-ufos/
https://www.wired.com/story/inside-robert-bigelows-decades-long-obsession-with-ufos/


Interesting Link -  MIND CONTROL MANDARINS  By Joseph P. Farrell        

https://gizadeathstar.com/2019/09/mind-control-mandarins/


Chart for July 11, 2020  start of this week's theme

Quick Week Run Down

July 12, 2020     Mercury leaves retrograde at 20* Cancer   Begins a nice period of taking 
positive action in all ways.

July 14, 2020     Sun at 22* Cancer opposes Jupiter  Stretching your mind to allow the 
new, the foreign positive thoughts never considered before, new circumstances and 
allowing the old ones to die and dissolve. People come and go – travel is strong – getting 
out and about – expanding one's limitations.

July 14      Mars at 9* Aries  conjoins Chiron ( our weakness as a result of relinquishing 
trust in one's Higher Self's advice and guidance )  This period could cause an eruption of 



emotions, insecurities  similar to the past two weeks under the influence of the Lunar 
Eclipse July 4, self doubt, irritation, despair and way too harsh on oneself for one's 
mistakes, flaws and inadequacies. Calm down and know we are in a human limited form 
with unlimited potential and love. Let's fix it! That's what we're doing now. 

July 14      Mars at 9* Aries squares Hades at 9* Cancer   Ugh..

July 15     Sun at 23* Cancer oppose Pluto at 23* Capricorn   Don't allow oneself to be 
pressured, manipulated, coerced or blocked. Let's not try to push it today.  A hard day in 
the world, opposition to security, confrontations, altercations which don't end well. 

Mars at 10* Aries semi-sextile Uranus at 10* Taurus   A sweet longing for just the truth....
and hanging out with smart people.

Beginning July 18 and building up to July 27 and continuing up through August 10, 2020, 
the wonderful influence  of Jupiter at 20* Capricorn sextile the transiting Neptune at 20*
Pisces brings some magical love and sweetness into our lives. 

Dates Active 

February 15-29, 2020
July 15 – August 10, peaking on July 27, 2020
October 1 – 20, peaking on October 12, 2020.   Over.

During this period between July 15 – August 10 especially, love is stronger than hate. 
Negotiation and empathetic communion is stronger than fighting. Hostilities are calmed 
down temporarily with solutions put into place along with commitments to honor.

The Pluto, Jupiter, Saturn conjunction in Capricorn ( Authority, Government, 
Structures and Power) as some are now coming to the rapid realization a higher power is
cascading all over the place permeating the people with something inexplainable and 
many numbers of people want peace and progress, rejecting  hostility and insanity.



Personally, kindness and generosity are in the atmosphere. Incredible media, 
documentaries and interviews could emerge capturing the hearts of people. Receptivity 
to the possibility of a higher  divine and invisible agenda is at play beyond the control of 
the programmed  humans.

Peace and Love, 
Christine
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